
COMPLETE FREEDOM 
TO CREATE

With a panorama of 126 stitches, from the 
simplest to the most grandiose, your creative 
nature will fl ourish. Before your very eyes, you’ll 
bring to life the embroidery and quilt designs 
you’ve always dreamed of. In just a few minutes, 
you’ll see an arabesque take shape, a festoon 
develop or a design motif begin to blossom.
Whether it’s a simple detail or a sophisticated 
creation, the eXcellence 720 is naturally gifted to 
explore with you all kinds of new and unknown 
possibilities! You will see your wildest creativity 
fl ourish and enjoy it!

eXcellence 720
TECHNICAL FEATURES 

Long arm offers large sewing surface – 22,5 cm

Integrated adjustable feeding (I.A.F.)

Differential adjustment by dial

Built-in needle threader

Stitch chart with clip board

Retractable thread guide for 2 industrial thread cones

Maximum sewing speed up to 1000 stitches per minute

Adjustable foot pressure

Drop feed dog

LCD screen with adjustable brightness

Independent bobbin winding with automatic declutch

Rotary horizontal hook with transparent bobbin cover

Guidelines in mm and Inch on the needle plate and the machine

Perfect start angle lines

Knee lifter

STITCH FEATURES

126 stitches including 7 buttonholes

2 alphabet fonts

10 direct selection keys

Maximum stitch width: 7 mm

Maximum stitch length: 5 mm

Reverse key

Automatic thread cutter key

Up/down needle key

Auto-lock key (knot)

Start/Stop key

PS key (Personal Settings) to record your personalized adjustments

Face-to-face and mirror key

Elongation of satin stitches up to 5 times original length

Twin needle

Edit key

Creation of sequences combining up to 50 stitches

4 permanent memories to save, recall, overwrite and clear sequences
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WARRANTY AND SERVICE: Elna’s superior reputation was established in 1940 with the production of its first sewing machine. Ever since, Elna has continued to be a leading brand 
of home sewing and related equipment especially designed with the innovative sewer in mind. Thousands of professionals worldwide provide expert service. Millions of people have
chosen Elna for its quality, performance and reliability.

eXcellence 720
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STITCH CHART

Display of the 126 stitches, 
alphabets and buttonholes. 

QUILTING

Long Arm and guidelines 
on the needle plate and on 

the base of the machine. 

ADJUSTABLE  FOOT PRESSURE

For a total control over the 
sewed fabric.

TECHNICAL FEATURES ELONGATION KEY

A key enables you to change the 
original size of the satin stitch 
without changing its density.

KNEE LIFTER

Raise and lower the presser foot 
without use of your hands.

DIRECT SELECTION 
STITCHES 

Ten stitches permanently 
accessible and to be set 
according to your preferences 
with the PS (Personal Setting) key.

STORAGE AND ACCESSORY

Storage box for 
accessories including 
a large quilting table.

RETRACTABLE THREAD 
GUIDE

A spool stand usable for two 
industrial thread cones.

STANDARD ACCESSORIES
Zigzag metal foot, rolled hem foot, zipper foot, satin stitch foot, open-
toe satin stitch foot,  blind hemming foot, overedge foot, 1/4’’ seam 
foot, darning foot, automatic buttonhole foot, cording foot, integrated 
adjustable feeding ( I.A.F.), quilting guide, bobbins, spool holders, needle 
case, screwdriver, lint brush, seam ripper, knee lifter, needle plate for 
straight stitch and dust cover.

PERSONAL SETTINGS 
FEATURE 

With the PS key, you can register 
your favorite settings and keep 
them for all projects you work on 
in the future.

FOR A GREATER FREEDOM
 

Raise and lower the presser foot 
thanks to the useful knee lifter 
and keep your hands free to 
work with precision! 

INTEGRATED ADJUSTABLE 
FEEDING 

The device placed on the back 
of the presser foot offers a 
perfect drive of the fabric for a 
easy to set upper feeding. 

BUTTONHOLES FOR EVERY 
STYLE

With a choice of seven 
buttonhole styles, you open up 
new realms of creativity.

SEWING FUNCTIONS AND 
PROGRAMMING

From the largest to the smallest
Let your imagination go wild simply by 

modifying the width and use the elongation feature!

ESSENTIAL KEYS

The fi ve functions an advised 
designer can’t work without.

STITCH CHARTSTITCH CHART

Display of the 126 stitches, 
alphabets and buttonholes. 

Long Arm and guidelines 
on the needle plate and on 

the base of the machine. 

ADJUSTABLE  FOOT PRESSUREADJUSTABLE  FOOT PRESSURE

For a total control over the 
sewed fabric.

From the largest to the smallestFrom the largest to the smallest
Let your imagination go wild simply by 

modifying the width and use the elongation feature!
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